In this paper, we study the multicast completion and decoding delay minimization problems for instantly decodable network coding (IDNC) in the case of lossy feedback. When feedback loss events occur, the sender falls into uncertainties about packet reception at the different receivers, which forces it to perform partially blind selections of packet combinations in subsequent transmissions. To determine efficient selection policies that reduce the completion and decoding delays of IDNC in such an environment, we first extend the perfect feedback formulation in our previous works to the lossy feedback environment, by incorporating the uncertainties resulting from unheard feedback events in these formulations. For the completion delay problem, we use this formulation to identify the maximum likelihood state of the network in events of unheard feedback and employ it to design a partially blind graph update extension to the multicast IDNC algorithm in our earlier work. For the decoding delay problem, we derive an expression for the expected decoding delay increment for any arbitrary transmission. This expression is then used to find the optimal policy that reduces the decoding delay in such lossy feedback environment. Results show that our proposed solutions both outperform previously proposed approaches and achieve tolerable degradation even at relatively high feedback loss rates.
ied, namely the instantly decodable network coding (IDNC), in which received packets are allowed to be decoded only at their reception instant and cannot be stored for future decoding. IDNC was considered in these works due to its practicality and numerous desirable properties, such as instant packet recovery, simple XOR-based packet encoding and decoding, and the lack of need for additional buffer to store un-decoded packets. According to its definition, the sender must select a network coded packet combination in each transmission, such that a selected subset of the receivers (or all of them if possible) can decode a new source packet once they receive this coded packet. The selection of the appropriate packet combinations that are instantly decodable for specific sets or all the receivers is done through the IDNC graph [2] , [3] , [9] , [13] , [14] .
The problem of minimizing the completion delay for IDNC was considered in [3] and [9] for wireless networks with erasure channels on the forward links from the sender to the receivers. This problem was formulated as a stochastic shortest path (SSP) problem, which turned out to be very complex to solve in real-time. Nonetheless, the analysis of the properties and structure of this SSP was employed to design simple maximum weight clique search algorithms minimizing completion delay in IDNC. The designed algorithms were shown to almost achieve the optimal completion delay in wireless multicast and broadcast scenarios. In [2] , the decoding delay minimization problem in IDNC was considered for the same environment. In this work, an expression for the decoding delay increments for any arbitrary IDNC transmission was derived and used to minimize the IDNC decoding delay, again using simple maximum weight clique search algorithms.
Nonetheless, the proposed algorithms in [2] , [3] , [9] , and most other opportunistic network coding works assume perfect feedback (PF) (i.e. feedback from all the receivers always arrives at the sender and is not subject to loss). This assumption is not always practical in wireless networks, which usually suffer from similar wireless channel impairments on both the forward and reverse links. Consequently, even if a high level of protection for feedback packets is employed in several network settings, such as cellular, WiFi and WiMAX systems, unavoidable occasions of deep fading over wireless channels can still expose them to loss events. In other network settings, the arrival of each feedback packet at the sender may not be guaranteed due to transmission power limitations and possible interference with other transmissions.
In such lossy feedback (LF) scenarios, the sender may not receive feedback from a subset of the targeted receivers after any given transmission. In this case, the reception status for this packet at these receivers becomes uncertain. For each of these receivers, the sender cannot determine whether its sent packet was lost on the forward link of this receiver or the feedback was lost on its reverse link. Despite this uncertainty, the sender is still required to perform subsequent IDNC transmissions, and thus must blindly estimate the status of all such receivers. After these subsequent transmissions, the sender may receive feedback from some of these uncertain receivers but may not hear the feedback from others. Consequently, the sender may continuously need to perform partially blind IDNC decisions in many transmissions until a completion feedback is received from all the receivers.
Only two works considered this case of LF as a marginal simulation setting. In the first work [15] , an intelligent guessing approach was used, in which a coin flip approach is used to decide on whether an uncertain packet is or is not at a given receiver. In [12] , all uncertain packets are temporarily ignored until further feedback is obtained about them. As mentioned above, these proposed solutions were lightly introduced and tested in the simulation sections of these works without dedicated theoretical studies on the implication of these uncertainties on optimizing specific parameters.
In this paper, we address the following question: How to perform partially blind selections of IDNC packet combinations to minimize the IDNC completion and decoding delays in LF scenarios? To answer this question, we need to extend our formulations, derivations and proposed algorithms in [2] , [3] , and [9] by incorporating in them the uncertainties resulting from unheard feedback events. For the completion delay problem, we extend our SSP formulation for the perfect feedback scenario in [3] to a partially observable stochastic shortest path (POSSP) problem [16] in the lossy feedback environment. From this extended formulation, we derive the maximum likelihood estimate of the network state in case of unheard feedback events from one or multiple receivers. We then propose a partially blind IDNC algorithm that makes coding decisions after performing partially blind updates on the IDNC graph to follow the maximum likelihood state of the network. For the decoding delay problem, we derive the expected decoding delay increments for any arbitrary transmission in the presence of reception uncertainties. This derived expression is then used to define the new optimal policy for decoding delay minimization in LF environment. Using extensive simulations, we compare the proposed algorithm with the several other approaches in the literature.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the system model and parameters. The IDNC graph is illustrated in Section III. In Section IV, we present the re-formulation and proposed solution for the completion delay problem in LF environment. The study of decoding delay in LF environment and derivation of its minimizing policy are detailed in Section V. Simulations results are presented in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODELS AND PARAMETERS

A. Network and Data Model
The network consists of a wireless sender and a set M of M receivers. The sender gets frames of packets from its backhaul link according to the requests of the M receivers. Every frame consists of a set N of N source packets. Each of the M receivers may be interested in receiving only a subset or all the packets in N . In the former case, we do not assume any constraints on the overlap of packet requests between the different receivers. This generic framework includes many typical data models in wireless networks, such as the unicast model (when each receiver requests a unique subset of packets, e.g. checking personal emails), broadcast model (when all receivers request the same packets, e.g. all receivers streaming a live match) or a very general multicast model (when receivers request possibly non-disjoint subsets of packets. e.g. all receivers streaming a sport match and some of them simultaneously surfing the web, checking emails, following posts on social media, . . . etc). This model can also represent multi-resolution multicast applications, when all receivers must receive a subset of the N packets but some of them with better channel quality can receive more packets within the frame duration to improve the received quality.
In the rest of the paper, we will refer to the requested and undesired packets by any receiver as its "primary" and "secondary" packets, respectively.
B. Transmission Model
In the initial transmission phase, The sender broadcasts the N packets uncoded over erasure channels to the M receivers. Each receiver listens to all the transmitted packets even the ones that it does not want, as those can be used later to decode requested packets. In the recovery phase, the sender exploits the diversity of received and lost packets at the different receivers to transmit network coded packets. These packets consist of a binary XOR of a subset or all the source packets in N . Each of these transmitted coded packets can be one of the following three options for each receiver i:
• Non-Innovative: A packet is non-innovative for receiver i if it does not contain any source packet that is both wanted by i and was not received by it in any previous transmission. • Instantly Decodable: A packet is instantly decodable for receiver i if it contains only one source packet that was not received by it in any previous transmission. • Non-Instantly Decodable: A packet is non-instantly decodable for receiver i if it contains two or more source packets that were not previously received by it in any previous transmission. The receivers for which the transmitted coded packet is instantly decodable are called targeted receivers. The receivers that receive non-innovative and non-instantly decodable packets discard them as mandated by the definition of IDNC in Section I. This recovery process is repeated until all receivers obtain all their requested packets and the sender receives a completion feedback acknowledgement from all the receivers (i.e. a feedback from every receiver showing that it received all its requested packets).
Note that the use of this two-phased transmission model, with uncoded transmissions first followed by IDNC transmissions, will never cause a degradation in completion and decoding delay compared to using a mixture of uncoded and coded transmissions, but may rather achieve improvement in these two parameters. This can be explained by the fact that a source packet, not sent before sending IDNC packets, must be sent uncoded anyway at any later transmission. Indeed, combining it with a packet received by all the receivers is useless and combining it with any other packet not previously received by any receiver will make this packet non-instantly decodable at this receiver. Consequently, this later uncoded transmission of this packet will never reduce the completion delay nor affect the decoding delay. On the other hand, sending this packet earlier will result in more diversity in the received packets at the different receivers and will thus create more coding opportunities serving larger numbers of receivers simultaneously. This can result in reducing both the completion and decoding delays.
C. Feedback Model
In the initial transmission phase, every receiver feeds back to the sender a one-bit acknowledgement (ACK), which is set to 1 if the packet is received and 0 if the packet is erased. These feedback packets are themselves subject to erasure on the reverse channels. We will refer to the packets, for which the sender did not receive a feedback from a given receiver, by the "uncertain" packets of that receiver. At the end of this initial transmission phase, the sender can attribute four feedback sets of packets to each receiver i:
• The Has set (denoted by H i ) is defined as the set of primary and secondary packets correctly received by receiver i and its feedback was successfully received by the sender. • The Lacks set (denoted by L i ) is defined as the set of primary and secondary packets that were either acknowledged by a zero to the sender by receiver i or are uncertain. In other words, L i = N \ H i . • The Wants set (denoted by W i ) is defined as the subset of primary packets in L i (i.e. packets in L i that receiver i wants to receive). • The Uncertain set (denoted by U i ) is defined as the subset of uncertain packets in L i . The sender stores this information in a state feedback matrix
In the recovery phase, we employ a similar feedback model to the one employed in [12] . In this model, the feedback packets include a bitmap of N bits, each belonging to one of the N source packets of the frame. If any of these source packets is received, its corresponding position is set to 1 or otherwise this bit is set to 0. After each transmission, only the targeted receivers by this transmission, which have successfully received it, feed back their bitmaps to the sender. The sender can then use the heard bitmaps (which may be a subset of all the expected bitmaps at the sender due to unheard feedback events) to update the feedback sets of their corresponding receivers before the next transmission.
D. Parameters and Definitions
Let p i and p i = 1 − p i be the data packet erasure and success probabilities, respectively, observed by receiver i on the forward link within a frame of packets. Also, let q i be the feedback erasure probability observed by receiver i on the reverse link. It is fair to assume that p i > q i due to the larger size of data packets compared to feedback packets, the stronger protection usually employed for control packets, and the stronger interference levels and fading levels experienced by the receivers (especially those at cell edges) compared to the sender. Also, let μ i be the demand ratio of receiver i, defined as the ratio of its primary packets in the frame to the total frame size N . Finally, define μ = (1/M ) M i=1 μ i as the average demand ratio of all receivers. Finally, we define the completion and decoding delays as follows:
Definition 1 (Completion Delay): The completion delay of a frame is the number of recovery transmissions required until all receivers obtain all their requested packets.
Definition 2 (Decoding Delay): For any transmission in the recovery phase, a receiver i, with non-empty Wants set, experiences one unit increase of decoding delay if it successfully receives a packet that does not allow it to decode a nonpreviously received source packet in its Wants set. In other words, a received packet at receiver i does not increase its decoding delay if and only if both following conditions are satisfied:
• This packet is instantly decodable for that receiver. • The decodable source packet from this received packet is in its Wants set. Note that the word "delay" in the "decoding delay" can be a bit misleading because decoding delay is a specific metric to network coding and is not related at all to the conventional delay definitions. the decoding delay represents a measure of the inability of the sender to achieve rate optimality 1 thus resulting in some of the receivers not being able to decode a new source packet in every transmission. Also note that the definition of decoding delay does not count channel inflicted delays due to erasures (i.e. an erased packet at a receiver does not add to its decoding delay), but rather counts sender inflicted delays when its coding algorithm is not able to provide instantly-decodable packets to the receivers when no other impairments exist. Fig. 1 depicts an example that illustrates the difference between the completion time and decoding delay. Assuming no erasures at all receivers, the recovery phase that satisfies all Wants sets consists of two packets: {c, 3}, where c = 1 ⊕ 2. Thus, the completion delay for this system is 2 transmissions. On the other hand, the first receivers experiences one unit of decoding delay when packet c is sent as this packet is non-innovative for that receiver. The other receivers do not experience any decoding delays, since none of them received a transmission that is not useful (i.e. non-innovative or noninstantly decodable) before the reception of all the packets of its Wants set. Note that, if we reverse the order of the packets (i.e. we send packet 3 then packet c), receivers 1 and 4 will not experience decoding delays whereas receivers 2 and 3 will experience one unit of decoding delay each as the first packet is non-innovative to them. Consequently, for the same recovery packets with different order, we get the same completion delay but different decoding delay patterns.
III. THE IDNC GRAPH
The IDNC graph is a representation of all possible combinations of source packets that are instantly decodable for any subset or all the receivers. This graph G is constructed by first generating a vertex v ij in G for each packet j ∈ L i , and for all receivers (i.e. ∀ i ∈ M). Two vertices v ij and v kl in G are adjacent if one of the following conditions is true:
• C1: j = l, i.e. the two vertices are induced by the loss of the same packet j by two different receivers i and k. • C2: j ∈ H k and l ∈ H i , i.e. the requested packet of each vertex is in the Has set of the receiver that induced the other vertex. Consequently, each edge between two vertices v ij and v kl in the graph means that the source packets j and l can be simultaneously received/decoded at receivers i and k, respectively, by sending either packet j if j = l or the coded packet j ⊕ l otherwise. This property extends from two adjacent vertices to every clique in the graph. A clique in a graph is a subset of this graph whose vertices are all adjacent to one another. Thus, each clique in G defines a packet combination that can instantly serve all the receivers inducing this clique's vertices. Since we are concerned with not missing an opportunity of serving any possible receivers in any transmission, we only consider maximal cliques (i.e. cliques that are not a subset of any larger cliques).
According to receivers' packet requests, we can classify the vertices of this graph into two layers:
• Primary graph G ρ : It includes all the vertices of each receiver i, ∀ i ∈ M, which are in its Wants set. • Secondary graph G σ : It includes all the vertices of each receiver i, ∀ i ∈ M, which are in its Lacks set but not in its Wants set. Fig. 2 depicts an example of SFM and its corresponding twolayered IDNC graph. Since the primary graph is the one that needs to be depleted by the sender (as it is the one that represents the receivers' requests), the sender needs to mainly serve the packet combination represented by the best maximal clique κ ρ in the primary graph for any given transmission, without considering the secondary graph. Nonetheless, it can also benefit from the secondary graph to deliver undesired packets to non-targeted receivers by κ ρ (i.e. receivers not having vertices in κ ρ ) in the same transmission, without violating the instant decodability condition of the primary maximal clique κ ρ . Serving these packets can increase the coding opportunities of these receivers in subsequent transmissions. This step can be done by finding the best secondary maximal clique κ σ from the connected secondary subgraph to the primary maximal clique κ ρ . Thus, the sender generates a packet combination for any given transmission by building the IDNC graph representing the SFM just before this transmission, and XORing all the packets identified by the vertices of the selected clique κ = κ ρ ∪ κ σ from this IDNC graph. In the rest of the paper, by "the transmission of κ" we mean the transmission of the XOR of the packets identified from clique κ in the IDNC graph.
IV. COMPLETION DELAY PROBLEM
In this section, we study the effect of having feedback loss probabilities on the formulation and solution of the completion delay problem in IDNC. We will start by presenting the formulation and solution for the perfect feedback environment and then extend them to the lossy feedback environment.
A. SSP Formulation for Perfect Feedback Environment
The minimum completion delay problem in the perfect feedback scenario is formulated in [3] and [9] as an SSP as follows:
• Each state in the state space S represents a possible SFM that can be reached during the recovery phase. All states representing the reception of each receiver of all its requested packets are absorbing states of the process. Thus, when an absorbing state is reached, the completion of this frame is achieved. • The action space of each state consists of all IDNC packet combinations (i.e. maximal cliques) identified by the IDNC graph constructed from its SFM as explained in Section III. Each action in a state defines a set of successor states to which the process may transition to according to the outcome of reception and erasures that will occur after taking this action (i.e. sending the coded packet identified by the maximal clique of this action). • After taking an action, the transition probabilities from a given state to one of its successor states depends on the different erasure probabilities of the targeted receivers by this action. • The cost of each action (transmitting one coded packet)
is obviously one transmission. Thus, minimizing the mean cost to absorption of this process is equivalent to minimizing the number of transmissions until completion. In [3] , the properties of this intractable SSP were analyzed and it has been shown that the best strategy to reduce the completion delay is to give more priority to the receivers with the largest Wants sets and erasure probabilities. This can be done by assigning weights ψ i = (|W i |/p i ) m (m is a biasing factor) to the vertices of each receiver i in the IDNC graph, then running maximum weight clique algorithms on the primary graph and then on the secondary graph.
B. Lossy Feedback Extension: Belief State
The difference between perfect and lossy environments is the uncertainties introduced at the sender due to unheard feedback occurrences. In perfect feedback environment, an unheard feedback event at the sender from a targeted receiver makes the sender certain that the sent packet was lost on the receiver's forward link. However, the lossy feedback environment adds the other possibility of packet reception on the receiver's forward link and the loss of the feedback on its reverse link. Each of these possibilities happens independently for each of the targeted receivers with unheard feedback. In this case, the sender cannot determine the exact SFM state of the network, and thus cannot accurately select the subsequent IDNC packet. This notion of uncertainty is illustrated in Fig. 3 , depicting an example of the system in Fig. 2 after performing action 1 ⊕ 4.
This resulting uncertainty converts the SSP formulation of the perfect feedback environment into a partially observable SSP (POSSP) problem [16] . This POSSP formulation of the lossy feedback scenario is an extension to the SSP of the perfect feedback scenario, by adding the POSSP's belief state to its problem definition. In a POSSP, the belief state b( 
C. Maximum Likelihood State
Since the only difference between the perfect and lossy formulations is the uncertainty introduced by unheard feedback events, the same solution proposed in Section IV-A can be adapted to solve the POSSP problem, if we can find a good estimate of the SFM (and thus the IDNC graph) in these events. In this stochastic partially observable domain, the best state estimate of the SFM and the IDNC graph is the one representing the maximum likelihood (ML) state of the network, i.e. the state that has the highest probability in the belief state, defined as follows:
To derive the expression for this ML state, we define λ i (s) ⊂ U i and λ i (s) = U i \ λ i (s) as the sets of x entries in the i-th row of the uncertain SFM F U that need to be replaced by {1, −1} and zeros, respectively, in order to reach a given realization F(s) of state s. Also, let θ ij be the number of attempts (i.e. times) the sender targeted receiver i with packet j after the last time the sender heard a feedback from this receiver. Given these definitions, the following theorem introduces the expression for this ML state.
Theorem 1: The ML state of the network can be determined by the sender as
where
Proof: As can be inferred from (2), we need to derive an expression for the different entries b (s|F U ) (i.e. the probability distribution over the POSSP states) of the belief state in order to find the ML state of the network. Let t i be the last time at which the sender heard a feedback from receiver i. Also, let P R ij (P L ij ) be the probability that an uncertain packet j of receiver i has been actually received (not received), given the event of unheard feedback from receiver i since time t i . Finally, define s a as the actual hidden state of the network. Thus, we can
From (5), we can define s * as the state satisfying the ML estimation, such that
To find the state maximizing the right hand side, we need to derive expressions for P L ij and P R ij . An unheard feedback occurrence from a targeted receiver i in any give transmission could mean one of the two following events: 1) Receiver i did not receive the packet and thus did not issue a feedback. 2) Receiver i received the packet and issued a feedback packet, which did not arrive at the sender. These events can occur with probabilities p i and p i q i , respectively. Note that unheard feedback events are independent from each other even for the different attempts of the same packet to the same receiver. They are also independent from the transmitted packet to receiver i and independent from one receiver to another. Given the definition of θ ij as the number of times the sender targeted receiver i with packet j after time t i , the probability that an x entry at position f ij of F U is in fact {1, −1} (i.e. packet j is actually not received at receiver i) is equal to the probability that this packet was lost on the forward channel for each of the θ ij attempts. This happens with probability (p i ) θ ij . On the other hand, this uncertain entry f ij will be 0 (i.e. packet j is actually received by receiver i) if this receiver has successfully decoded it in any one, several or all attempts out of the θ ij attempts. This occurs with probability
Consequently, given θ ij attempts of packet j to receiver i with no feedback from it on any of them, P L ij and P R ij can be expressed as
In case of reciprocal channels, in which q i = p i , the ML expression can be simplified as defined by the following corollary.
Corollary 1: For reciprocal channels, the ML state of the network can be determined by the sender using (3), where
Proof: The proof can be easily obtained by a simple substitution of q i = p i in the analysis to derive (7) and (8) .
D. Complexity and Simple ML Rules
The question now is whether the sender needs to compute
probabilities before each transmission in order to estimate the ML state of the network. The expressions in (3), (4) and (9) in Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 show that the problem of estimating the ML state does not really need to go through all these computations after each transmission. These equations show that the independence of unheard feedback events for each receiver and between different receivers, as well as the independence of loss events on the forward and reverse channels, allow progressive computation of the ML state estimate of the network after each transmission as follows. When the sender experiences an unheard feedback event from receiver i, after a given transmission targeting this receiver with packet j, it can easily compute the individual ML state of this packet by computing P L ij . If this probability is larger than 0.5, then it can set the corresponding entry f ij to 1 or −1 (according to whether it is wanted or not by receiver i, respectively). Otherwise, it sets f ij to zero. This update can be also simply done directly to the IDNC graph by keeping or eliminating the vertex v ij from the graph if P L ij is larger or smaller that 0.5, respectively. Once an estimate is made for the entry f ij = x and v ij after this transmission, their state need not be computed again for any subsequent transmission that does not involve them. In other words, if the sender does not target receiver i with packet j after this ML state estimate has been made, and if it did not receive any other feedback from this receiver, then it does not need to make any further estimates about this f ij = x entry. This allows the progressive construction of the ML state and avoids unnecessary computations for the entries and receivers with unchanged status.
In addition to the complexity of the above progressive ML state estimation after each transmission, the sender needs to store the variables θ ij , which require O(MN) entries in its memory. Finally note that, once a valid feedback is received from receiver i, all its entries f ij ∀ j ∈ U i can be updated in the SFM, its vertices can be eliminated or re-inserted in the graph accordingly, and the values of θ ij of this receiver are all reset.
The following corollaries can be used to further simplify the computation of the ML estimates for the packets.
Corollary 2:
For any receiver i, if any packet is attempted n times after time t i (n ≥ 1), the sender can set this packet as not received if
Otherwise, it can be set as received. For n = 1 (i.e. one attempt), the packet is directly set as not received if p i > q i . Proof: From (7), the ML state of a packet that is attempted n times since t i can be computed as follows:
In case of n = 1, the decision rule becomes
If p i > q i , then (p i /p i ) > q i and the corollary follows. Corollary 3: For reciprocal channels, the sender can set all attempted packets with n = 1 for any receiver i as not received, regardless of the value of p i . For larger values of attempts (i.e. n ≥ 2) for any packet, it can be set as not received if
and set as received otherwise. Proof: The first statement follows directly from the fact that (1/(2 − p i )) is always greater than or equal to 0.5 for any value of p i . The second statement follows by setting q i = p i in (10) .
Clearly, the ML state estimation of the uncertain packets attempted only once requires no computations at all at the sender for both reciprocal channels and non-reciprocal channels with forward erasure probabilities larger than the reverse erasure probabilities (which is typically the case in wireless networks as explained earlier). For more than one attempt, we can see from both expressions in (10) and (11) that the left handside is a simple function of the erasure probabilities, which can be computed once per receiver. On the other hand, the right hand-side of both equations is a threshold function of n only. Thus, the sender can construct an offline table for all the values of 2 1/n − 1 for the general or reciprocal case, indexed by the variable n ≥ 2, and store it in its memory. When an unheard feedback event occur from receiver i for a given packet, the sender needs to compare the erasure probability function ((p i q i )/p i ) (or p i ) in the general (or reciprocal) case to the entry in this table corresponding to the number of attempts of that packet, and determine the ML state estimate of this packet accordingly.
Finally, it is important to note that the threshold function for both the non-reciprocal and reciprocal channel cases is a monotonically decreasing function of n. Hence, once the threshold function drops below the erasure probability function for a given packet attempted n times, which means that it is most likely to be received, the ML state for this uncertain packet will always remain the same for all future values of n as long as p i and q i are not changed. Consequently, once the sender makes an estimate that a packet is most likely to be received, this estimate will never change and thus the sender need not compute it any further for this packet.
E. Partially Blind Algorithm Based on ML Graph Updates
Having derived the ML decision rules, we can design our proposed partially blind algorithm to solve the completion delay problem in lossy feedback environment. When the sender has uncertain packets in its SFM, due to unheard feedback events, it can employ the above ML state estimation rules to update the IDNC graph as follows. If the packet j of vertex v ij is most likely to have been received at receiver i (according to the ML rule derived in the previous section), vertex v ij is made hidden inside the IDNC graph, which means that it is temporarily not considered for transmission. Otherwise it is kept in the graph as an active vertex considered for any subsequent transmission. To minimize the completion delay, the sender selects the IDNC packet for each transmission by applying the maximum weight clique approach described in Section IV-A on this estimated graph.
The resulting hidden vertices of any given receiver are treated according to what happens later:
• If the sender receives a feedback from this receiver, it will know its actual state and can update the status of these hidden vertices. Vertices representing received packets are eliminated and those representing lost packets are brought back as active (i.e. non-hidden) vertices in the graph. • If a receiver has no more active vertices in the graph but still has hidden ones, all these vertices are reset as active vertices and are re-attempted within subsequent IDNC packets until a feedback is received from this receiver. As clarified above, the proposed solution for the completion delay problem is a maximum weight clique problem over the ML estimate of the IDNC graph. However, it is well-known that the maximum weight clique problem is NP-hard to solve and approximate [18] , [19] . Consequently, we propose to use the same heuristic algorithm proposed in [3] and [9] to solve the completion delay problem. This algorithm consists of a maximum weight vertex search algorithm, in which the weight
where A(v ij ) is the set of vertices in the graph that are adjacent to vertex v ij . Consequently, these new weights reflect, not only the weight of the vertex, but also the weights of the vertices adjacent to it. Thus, when these modified weights are employed, each iteration of the maximum weight vertex search algorithm selects the vertex with both high initial weight and strong adjacency to high initial weight vertices, which was shown to achieve near optimal performance in [3] . The complexity of this algorithm was proved to be O(M 2 N ) [3] .
V. DECODING DELAY PROBLEM
In this section, we aim to study the effect of having feedback losses on the formulation of the decoding delay minimization problem in IDNC, and propose a new solution for this problem accordingly. As per its definition, the decoding delay increments occur after each transmission for the receivers that do not decode a new wanted packet from it. Consequently, we can derive an expression for the expected decoding delay increments in the presence of the uncertainties caused by unheard feedback occurrences, and then design a partially blind IDNC algorithm that minimizes this expression.
A. Decoding Delay Expression in LF Environment
Let κ be the clique chosen for transmission at the current time t, and let d i (κ) be the decoding delay increment experienced by receiver i after this transmission. We also define the following sets:
• O is the set of outstanding receivers that are perceived by the sender to have non-empty Wants sets. • F ⊆ O is the set of fully uncertain receivers, which includes any receiver i having W i \ U i = ∅. In other words, this set includes any receiver i that was targeted with all the packets remaining in its Wants set after time t i (i.e. the last time a feedback was heard from it). • ν(κ) ⊆ O is the set of receivers that are not targeted with a primary packet in κ. • τ n (κ) ⊆ O is the set of receivers that are targeted in κ with a new primary packet (i.e. an un-attempted primary packet after their last heard feedback). • τ u (κ) ⊆ O is the set of receivers that are targeted in κ with one of their uncertain primary packets (i.e. previously attempted primary packets after the last heard feedback from these receivers). Let D(κ) be sum of all decoding delay increments of all receivers. Since only receivers in O may experience increments in decoding delay, we can write that D(κ) = i∈O d i (κ). In the rest of this section, we only consider receivers in O in all derivations and formulae.
Defining j κ as the primary packet that receiver i ∈ (τ n (κ) ∪ τ u (κ)) can decode from the transmission of κ, the following theorem presents an expression for the expected sum decoding delay increments after this transmission.
Theorem 2: The expected sum decoding delay increment after the transmission of κ at time t > t i ∀ is
Proof: Since any d i (κ) in the definition of D(κ) can be only either 0 or 1, we have
Consequently, to prove the theorem, we need to derive the probabilities of d i (κ) = 1 for all the receivers in O. According to the definition of decoding delay, and given the uncertainties arising from unheard feedback occurrences, any receiver i, perceived by the sender as having a non-empty Wants set, can be classified into one of two sets (again as perceived by the sender): Partially Uncertain Receivers: F = {i|W i \ U i = ∅} For any receiver i in this set, there exist some packets in its Wants set that have never been attempted after t i . For such receiver i ∈ F, we have the following possibilities:
• If this receiver i ∈ ν(κ), then it will have d i (κ) = 1 if and only if it receives this transmission. Thus, we have
• If receiver i ∈ τ n (κ) (i.e. i is targeted by a primary packet that has not been attempted after t i ), then i will never experience a decoding delay. • If receiver i ∈ τ u (κ) (i.e. i is targeted by a primary packet that has been attempted after t i ), then receiver i will have d i (κ) = 1 if and only if both following events are true:
-Receiver i receives the transmission, which occurs with probability p i . -Receiver i has received the attempted uncertain packet j κ in any one of its previous attempts after t i , which occurs with probability P R ij κ .
Clearly, these two events are independent and we thus get
Fully Uncertain Receivers: F = {i|W i \ U i = ∅} This is the set of receivers for which the sender has previously attempted all their remaining wanted packets after their last heard feedback. For any receiver i ∈ F, we have the following possibilities:
• If this receiver i ∈ ν(κ), then it will have d i (κ) = 1 if and only if both following events are true:
-Receiver i receives this transmission.
-There exists at least one packet h ∈ W i , which was not received by receiver i in all its attempts since t i . This event occurs with probability 1 − h∈W i P R ih .
Since these two events are independent, we thus get
• If receiver i ∈ τ u (κ), then it will have d i (κ) = 1 if and only if all the following three events are true:
-E1: Receiver i receives the transmission.
-E2: There exists at least one packet h ∈ W i , which was not received by receiver i in all its attempts after t i . -E3: Receiver i has received the attempted uncertain packet j κ ∈ W i in any one of its previous attempts after t i .
Clearly, E1 is independent from both E2 and E3. However, E2 and E3 are dependent events because, for both E2 and E3 to be simultaneously true, j κ must not be among the packets that were not received by receiver i. Consequently, we need to find the joint probability of these two events. Both E2 and E3 will be simultaneously true if and only if receiver i has received packet j κ in one of its previous attempts after t i and at least one other packet h ∈ W i \ j κ was not previously received in any previous attempts after t i . Since j κ and W i \ j κ are mutually exclusive sets of packets, and since the reception/loss events of mutually exclusive sets of packets are independent, this joint probability can be mathematically written as
Consequently, we get:
Given all the previous cases, we can express P{d i (κ) = 1} as
Substituting (20) in (14), we get
Now, since (F ∩ ν(κ)) ∪ (F ∩ ν(κ)) = ν(κ) and since (F ∩ τ u (κ)) ∪ (F ∩ τ u (κ)) = τ u (κ), we can use these facts to group similar terms, which reduces the expression to
Finally, since (F ∩ ν(κ)) ∪ (F ∩ τ u (κ)) = F, we can group the second and forth terms of the above equation to get
The right-hand side of the sum decoding delay expression in (23) can be intuitively interpreted as follows:
• The first summation represents the expected decoding delay increments of non-targeted receivers, when each receiver i ∈ ν(κ) receives this transmission (with probability p i ). • The second summation represents the expected decoding delay increments for targeted receivers with uncertain packets, when each receiver i ∈ τ u (κ) receives this transmission (with probability p i ) and it turns out that it has previously received the packet j κ in one or more of its previous attempts since time t i (with probability P R ij κ ). • The last negative summation represents the fact that the decoding delays expressed in the previous two summations will not be experienced by both targeted and nontargeted receivers in F (i.e. receivers for which the sender has previously attempted all their remaining wanted packets after their last heard feedback), even if they receive this transmission (with probability p i for receiver i), in case they have received all of these uncertain packets in one or more of their previous attempts (with probability h∈W i P R ih for receiver i).
B. Decoding Delay Problem Formulation
Given the previous result, we can now formulate the minimum decoding delay problem in lossy feedback environment in the following corollary.
Corollary 4: The problem of selecting an IDNC coded packet for a given transmission, which would result in the minimum expected sum decoding delay increments after this transmission, is equivalent to a maximum weight clique problem over the IDNC graph, in which the weight ω ij of every vertex v ij is set as follows:
Proof: From the derived expression (13) in Theorem 2, the problem of selecting a clique κ * for a given transmission, so as to minimize the expected sum decoding delay increments after this transmission, can be expressed as 
Since the argument minimizing a function is the same as the one maximizing the negative of this function, we get
The last summation term inside the braces is not dependent on κ, as it affects all receivers in F whether selected in κ or not. Consequently, we can remove it from the braces without affecting the maximization problem. Similarly, adding inside the braces another term that is independent on κ, such as i∈M p i , will not affect the result of the maximization problem. But since
Clearly, the above expression in (27) is equivalent to the maximum weight clique problem over the IDNC graph given the weights ω ij defined in (24).
C. Low Complexity Algorithm
Similar to the completion delay problem, the proposed solution for the decoding delay problem is a maximum weight clique problem over the IDNC graph, where all uncertain vertices are kept but weighted differently from the un-attempted vertices as shown in (24). But again, this problem is NP-hard to solve [18] and NP-hard to approximate [19] . Consequently, we propose to use the same heuristic algorithm proposed in [2] to solve the decoding delay problem. This algorithm is similar to the one proposed for the completion delay problem above, but uses the new weights defined in Corollary 4. It consists of a weighted vertex search (WVS) algorithm, with modified weights defined as
where A(v ij ) is the set of vertices adjacent to vertex v ij . Consequently, the algorithm selects in each iteration the vertex that not only has the highest weight ω ij but also has strong adjacency to other high weight vertices in the graph. Similar to the completion delay heuristic, the complexity of this algorithm is O(M 2 N ), and it was shown to achieve a small degradation compared to the complex optimal maximum weight clique solution [2] .
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we compare, through extensive simulations, the performances of our proposed solutions for the completion and decoding delay problems, in lossy feedback environments, to both the perfect feedback (PF) scenario and two other blind graph update approaches described in [20] :
• Full Vertex Elimination (FVE): Each attempted vertex with unheard feedback is assumed to be hidden in the graph and is temporarily not considered for transmission. These hidden vertices are treated later similar to our proposed algorithm in Section IV-E. This approach is similar to the solution introduced in [12] . • No Vertex Elimination (NVE): Each attempted vertex with unheard feedback is kept in the graph. We assume channel reciprocity and set m = 3 in the vertex weight. We also assume that the different receivers experience different erasure probabilities and different demand ratios, while maintaining the average erasure probability p and the average demand ratio μ constant for each simulation point. From all figures, we can observe the better performance of the ML approach over the FVE and NVE approaches in reducing the average completion delay, especially for receivers with high erasure probabilities and also when μ < 1. The result conforms with the analysis in Section IV-C, showing that the ML update approach of the graph represents the ML estimation of the actual graph, and thus the coding decisions deduced from this graph would on average achieve the best results compared to other graph update approaches.
A. Completion Delay Results
We can also observe that FVE outperforms NVE and approaches ML performance at low demand ratios and small number of receivers, whereas NVE outperforms FVE and approaches ML performance at high demand ratios and large number of receivers. This can be explained from the characteristics of the two approaches. FVE re-attempts the remaining unacknowledged vertices only when all the graph vertices are blindly depleted. Since the primary graph sizes are relatively small for small numbers of receivers and low demand ratios, FVE tends to blindly deplete its graphs very fast and start the re-attempting of the uncertain vertices early. This allows it to finish faster than NVE, which re-attempts vertices a lot in low demand environment.
At large numbers of receivers and high demand ratios, the larger size of the IDNC primary graph increases the time for the FVE approach to blindly deplete the graph. Consequently, all receivers with remaining uncertain vertices will have to wait longer for FVE to re-attempt them, which results in a larger completion delay. This effect increases for the receivers with smaller Wants sets. On the other hand, NVE reduces this effect since it leaves these unacknowledged vertices in the graph, which gives them a chance to speed up their transmission re-attempt, their recovery and/or their feedback. Most importantly, we can see that the ML algorithm achieves a better or similar performance than both of them in all cases, without much addition in complexity.
Finally, we can observe a degradation in the average completion delay obtained in the LF environment, compared to the PF environment. However, for a relatively large network setting ((M = 100, N = 30), an average erasure probability of 0.25, and worst erasure probability of 0.5 (Fig. 4(c) ), this degradation in the frame delivery duration (from the start of the frame transmission until its reception at all receivers) reaches 14%, compared to the perfect feedback algorithm performance. For as high as 0.5 worst-case packet loss probability ( Fig. 4(a) ), we obtain a degradation of 14%. These values are clearly tolerable in such very large networks and up to 50% loss rate of feedback, which is typically very high for signaling information. From all figures, we can clearly observe that, for all ranges of the different metrics, our proposed WVS approach, which gives different weights to unattempted and uncertain vertices, outperforms both NVE and FVE, which strictly keeps and eliminates the uncertain vertices, respectively.
B. Decoding Delay Results
We can also observe that FVE performs better than NVE in most scenarios, except for large erasure probabilities. This can be interpreted as follows. In most cases, it is usually better for reducing the decoding delay to attempt new vertices rather than attempted uncertain ones, and keep these uncertain ones either for later or for feedback from the same receivers on new attempted packets. Since FVE eliminates such uncertain vertices for any given receiver as long as there are new ones to attempt for this receiver, it thus outperforms NVE, which keeps the uncertain vertices in the process.
However, when the erasure probability becomes larger, it becomes very likely that the uncertain vertices are actually lost, which makes NVE a much more likely candidate of reflecting the actual state of the network compared to FVE. That is why we can observe in Fig. 5(a) that the larger the erasure probability, the better the performance of NVE compared to FVE. This also appears in some scenarios in Fig. 5(c) and (d) , when p = 0.5.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we extended the study of the multicast completion and decoding delay minimization problems of IDNC to the lossy feedback environment. For the completion delay problem, we first extended the SSP formulation in perfect feedback to a POSSP formulation, reflecting the uncertainties resulting from unheard feedback events in the lossy feedback environment. We then used this formulation to identify the ML state of the network in events of unheard feedback, and employed it to design a partially blind graph update extension to the multicast IDNC algorithm in [3] . For the decoding delay problem, we derived an expression for the expected sum decoding delay increments after any arbitrary transmission and used it to find the optimal policy to reduce the decoding delay in such lossy feed-back environment. Simulation results showed that our proposed partially blind solutions both outperformed other approaches and achieved a tolerable degradation in performance (compared to the perfect feedback environment) even at relatively high feedback loss rates.
